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60mm binder, 20mm AC 6 dense - Footways marked red - Somerset Grove, footway linking Buckingham Grove to Somerset Grove and Norfolk Grove footways 480sqm. Cost £20k
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Text Box
Councillor Cox asked for the Hyndburn 3 Tier Forum to consider the current condition of footpaths on the Milnshaw estate that have in Councillor Cox’s opinion deteriorated since the recent Gas pipe renewal programme. Councillor Cox feels the footpaths are now worse  despite several of the locations receiving repairs.    Councillor Cox has suggested a rolling programme of works to renew the footpaths. LCC have inspected the footways concerned and agree that a number of them are in need of repair, however, due to budgetary restraints we are unable to do all the footways and will be carrying out repairs to those considered to be in the worst condition, highlighted on the map, this will cost in the region of £20,000  and will cover some 480sq mSommerset Grove - footway linking Buckingham Grove to Somerset |Grove and Norfolk Grove.Footways - 480 sqm.shown in red on the planCost £20,00060mm binder, 20mm AC 6 dense 
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Councillor Cox has asked for the Forum to consider the current condition of footpaths on the Milnshaw estate which have in his opinion deteriorated since the recent Gas pipe renewal programme.Councillor Cox feels the footpaths are now worse  despite several of the locations receiving repairs and has suggested a rolling programme of works to renew the footpaths. The County Council have inspected the footways concerned and agree that a number of them are in need of repair. However, due to budgetary restraints the County Council are unable to do all the repairs and will therefore be carrying out repairs to those considered to be in the worst condition as  highlighted on the map. The repairs will will cost in the region of £20,000  and will cover some 480sq m


